COOKIE POLICY
This cookie policy is provided to clearly and specifically inform you about the cookies used on
the www.artdesignfoundation.org site (henceforth, "the website" or "the site").

What are cookies?
A Cookie is a file which is downloaded onto your computer when you access certain
websites.
Amongst other matters, cookies allow a website to store and recover information
about a user's browser habits or equipment and, depending on the information in
them and the way in which you use your computer, may be used for user recognition.
Depending on the body which manages the domain from which the cookies come and
processes the information obtained, there are two types: Local and third-party
cookies
There is a second classification depending on the amount of time they remain stored on the
client's browser, which means they may be session or persistent cookies.

Lastly, there is another classification with five cookie types per the reason why the
information attained is processed. technical, performance, customisation, analysis,
advertising or behavioural advertising cookies.
For further information, see the Guide on Cookie Use from the Spanish Data Protection
Agency:http://www.agpd.es/portalwebAGPD/canaldocumentacion/cookies/index-

ides-idphp.php.

What type of cookies does this website use?
This website uses local and third-party cookies, as detailed below.

Technical cookies
Third-party cookies
Domain
.abmr.net

Name
01AI

Purpose
This domain belongs to Akamai
Technologies. It is associated
with the provision of data

transmission services to
website owners, typically to
deliver multimedia content.

Behavioural Cookies
Our own Cookies
Name

Purpose

. artdesignfoundation.org

_ga

This cookie is connected to Google Universal
Analytics, a notable update to the most used
Google analytics service. This cookie is used to
differentiate between unique users, assigning a
randomly generated number as a client
identifier. It is included in each page request on
a site and used to calculate visitor details,
sessions and campaigns for site analysis reports.
It is configured to expire after 2 years by
default, though this can be adjusted by website
owners.

. artdesignfoundation.org

_ gid

The name of this cookie is linked with Google
Universal Analytics. It is used to store and
update a unique value for each page visited.

Tracking and Advertising Cookies
Third-party cookies
Domain
Name
.youtube.com

SID

.youtube.com

HSID

Purpose
YouTube is a video storing and sharing platform owned by
Google. YouTube compiles user data through videos
embedded in websites, which add to the profile data from
other Google services, to show visitor-oriented advertising
on the net in a wide range of their own sites and that of
others. This cookie is used by Google in combination with
HSID to check a Google user account and the time when the
most recent session began.
YouTube is a video storing and sharing platform owned by
Google. YouTube compiles user data through videos
embedded in websites, which add to the profile data from
other Google services, to show visitor-oriented advertising
on the net in a wide range of their own sites and that of
others. Used by Google in combination with SID to check a

.facebook.com

fr

.youtube.com

demographics

track.adform.net

cid

.mathtag.com

HRL8

track.adform.net

C

.bluekai.com

bku

.bluekai.com

bkdc

.casalemedia.com

CMID

.youtube.com

APISID

.demdex.net

demdex

.mathtag.com

mt_mop

.www.youtube.com

LOGIN_INFO

adform.net

uid

Google user account and the time when the most recent
session began.
This domain is owned by Facebook, the leading worldwide
social media service. As a third-party Host provider, it
mostly compiles data on user interests through widgets,
e.g. the 'Like' button, that can be found on many websites.
This is used to offer user-oriented advertising when they
start a session using Facebook services. In 2014, they also
started to host advertising based on behaviour on other
websites, similar to most dedicated online marketing
companies. They contain a unique combination of browser
and user ID for targeted advertising.
YouTube is a video storing and sharing platform owned by
Google. YouTube compiles user data through videos
embedded in websites, which add to the profile data from
other Google services, to show visitor-oriented advertising
on the net in a wide range of their own sites and that of
others. It is most probably used for demographic profiling
and orientation for advertising purposes.
This domain belongs to Adform. Their chief commercial
activity is: real-time graphic advertising to a specific
audience.
This domain belongs to MediaMath Inc., a digital
advertising agency based in the US.
This domain belongs to Adform. Their chief commercial
activity is: real-time graphic advertising to a specific
audience.
This domain belongs to Blue Kai. Their chief commercial
activity is: Advertising / Target audience
This domain belongs to Blue Kai. Their chief commercial
activity is: Advertising / Target audience
This domain belongs to Casale Media. Their chief
commercial activity is: Advertising
YouTube is a video storing and sharing platform owned by
Google. YouTube compiles user data through videos
embedded in websites, which add to the profile data from
other Google services, to show visitor-oriented advertising
on the net in a wide range of their own sites and that of
others.
This cookie helps Adobe Audience Manager to perform
basic
functions,
e.g.
visitor
identification,
ID
synchronisation, segmentation, modelling, reports, etc.
This domain belongs to MediaMath Inc., a digital
advertising agency based in the US.
YouTube is a video storing and sharing platform owned by
Google. YouTube compiles user data through videos
embedded in websites, which add to the profile data from
other Google services, to show visitor-oriented advertising
on the net in a wide range of their own sites and that of
others.
This domain belongs to Adform. Their chief commercial

.youtube.com

GPS

.youtube.com

SSID

.adform.net

uid

.mathtag.com

uuidc

.openx.net

i

.adnxs.com

uuid2

.doubleclick.net

IDE

.facebook.com

fr

activity is: real-time graphic advertising to a specific
audience.
YouTube compiles user data through videos embedded in
websites, which add to the profile data from other Google
services, to show visitor-oriented advertising on the net in a
wide range of their own sites and that of others.
YouTube compiles user data through videos embedded in
websites, which add to the profile data from other Google
services, to show visitor-oriented advertising on the net in a
wide range of their own sites and that of others.
This domain belongs to Adform. Their chief commercial
activity is: real-time graphic advertising to a specific
audience.
This domain belongs to MediaMath Inc., a digital
advertising agency based in the US.
This domain belongs to OpenX. Their chief commercial
activity is: Advertising
This domain belongs to AppNexus Inc. The company offers a
range of online advertising technology and services.
This domain belongs to DoubleClick (Google). Their chief
commercial activity is: DoubleClick is Google's real-time
Advertising Offer Exchange.
This domain is owned by Facebook, the leading worldwide
social media service. As a third-party Host provider, it
mostly compiles data on user interests through widgets,
e.g. the 'Like' button, that can be found on many websites.
This is used to offer user-oriented advertising when they
start a session using Facebook services. They contain a
unique combination of browser and user ID for targeted
advertising.

Acceptance of the Cookie Policy
At the start of each session when you access the site, information about our Cookie
Policy will be given to keep you fully informed and remind you of cookie use.
With this information, the following can be undertaken:
▪

Accept the cookies. To accept uploading and/or reading of the Cookies.

▪

Reject the cookies. To do this, modify browser configuration.

How to block or delete cookies
You may allow, block or delete the cookies stored on your device using the options
configuration in the browser on your computer. Each browser operates differently; the
'Help' function will show you what to do.
Internet Explorer: windows.microsoft.com/es-xl/internet-explorer/deletemanage-cookies#ie="ie-10"

▪

▪

FireFox: support.mozilla.org/es/kb/Borrar%20cookies

▪

Chrome: support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl="es"

▪

Safari: www.apple.com/es/privacy/use-of-cookies/

Moreover, browser cookie storage can also be managed using tools including:
•
•

Ghostery: www.ghostery.com/
Your online choices: www.youronlinechoices.com/es/

